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hen I was little, I dreamed
of growing up to be a
horse trainer. I had it all
planned — exactly how I was going
to purchase our neighbor’s property
and redesign it into stables and
pastures. I spent endless afternoons
sketching it all out. But today, those
plans sit forgotten in a box in the
corner of my closet, the passage
of time dimming that dream. And
isn’t that how it is for most of us? As
life moves forward, we define new
goals and vocations as we ourselves
change. We smile back on our
childhood aspirations and marvel at
how differently life is turning out.
It’s a little like hopscotching,
jumping from square to square,
always needing to move forward
even if we don’t know what the next
box holds.
Where we’ve come from and
where we’re going in many ways
define who we are in the present.
Our identity is rooted in time. Time
past, never to be returned, as well as
the time to come that will change us
as we live through it.
The concept of timeline is what
this issue of The Point is all about.
We ask some in our campus
community what their childhood
dreams were and how those may
have changed. We also examine
technology and how our devices are
revising our concept of time and
raising new expectations. We time
travel through the world of cinema,
seeing how motion pictures have
progressed and are impacting us
today.
We turn our attention to
relationships, and the role
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memory plays in establishing
and maintaining those. We take
you to the bike trails surrounding
our campus, and peer in on the
community that is formed among
those riders on two wheels. We also
have the definitive bucket list of the
things to do while you are a Biola
student.
In other stories, we pause to
take a look at some life-changing
moments: the significance of
wedding proposals and how those
are uniquely meaningful to each
couple; stepping out into the world
after graduation and discerning
where to go next. We also introduce
you to some students among us who
are experiencing a very different
life journey because of physical
disabilities that nonetheless do not
define them. Finally, we face up to
the reality that time is limited, and
explore the emotions that surface
when the loss of a loved one touches
our daily routines.
Time is a funny thing. It passes
at the same rate, whether we feel
it is fast or slow. Whether we’re
hopscotching with confidence
or with uncertainty, our feet are
still moving us ahead. The time
slipping by is the story our lives are
becoming. Look back and see how
the person you were has changed.
Look ahead and consider where
that evolution may be taking you.
But don’t forget to come back to the
present, where your life is waiting to
be lived, full of trials and triumph.
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eople live to make their imaginations
come true, but does it always happen
this way? A childhood dream can change
with time. Some people decide to focus on
an entirely new career than what they
initially thought. Students and faculty
share their vision and how it has changed
or stayed the same over the years.

“My childhood dream job was probably to
be a trucker. Now, I am a computer scientist
which I guess means that was just a childhood thing. Bigger and better things came
along, I guess.”

As
Dreams
Grow
Up

-Michael Prigge // junior // coMputer science

“My childhood dream job
was to be an architect.
I was really good with my
hands. Now, my dream job
is to be a social worker.
What I want to do is
become an adoptive
counselor because I
am adopted
as well.”
-Caleb Yee
// sophomore
// Sociology

“My childhood dream job was going to
med school to become a doctor and it has
not changed since then; it has stayed the
same.”
-Bretton Smith // junior // biological science

“My childhood dream
job was to be a cowboy, a
race car driver, a fireman,
then an astronaut. Yeah, I
wanted to be lots of
things, but a cowboy was
definitely first. Now, I want to
be a composer for films and
get my doctorate in composition and teach at the 		
collegiate level.”

“I wanted to be a forest ranger; now I am
not even close to a forest ranger. This is my
jungle here. At the time I went to school, it
just didn’t work out.”
-Richard Shiosaka // mail clerk

“My dream was to be a
Disney imagineer and that
is still my dream now. I
have a more realistic view
of i now.”
-Andy Zalk // sophomore
// English/writing, business Minor

-Joel Santos // sophomore
// music composition
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“My childhood dream job was to be on TV.
After that it really changed because I got
really camera shy and I didn’t want to see
myself on TV or on camera. Then, I fell in
love with children and wanted to be a
teacher, and now I want to help in communication disoders.”
-Jessica Guzman // Junior // communication
disorders
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“When I was a child, my
dream job was to be a
flight attendant, but as I
grew older I started working here at Biola in food
services for 12 years. My
aspirations would be to own
my own account or own
business.”
-Pamela Montoya // Cafe
manager
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ause a moment and imagine
your life without memory.
Perhaps it goes something

like this: to begin with, you do
not recognize your surroundings.
Determining your location is
impossible because you cannot
recollect how you arrived there.
Furthermore, you are unable to seek
assistance from friends because
you do not know who your friends
are. Did you ever even have any?
Desperate, you turn to the stranger
next to you, hoping he might direct
you. But when you open your
mouth, nothing comes out. You
have forgotten how to speak. Of
course, directions are irrelevant
anyway because you cannot

remember the address of your
home. Essentially you are stranded.
However, suppose you wander
around and miraculously find your
home. Even now, you have a serious
dilemma. Without your memory, it
is impossible for you to identify the
home in front of you as your own.
Get the picture? Without our
memories, we are helpless —
unable to recall anything from the
smallest most insignificant piece
of information, to the largest most
life-defining one. When speaking
on the importance of memory, Biola
psychology professor Dr. Stacy
Eltiti states that a person without
memory cannot hope to live any
semblance of a functional life.

“Without it,” Eltiti says, “you are
stuck in time, unable to grow, learn,
or build relationships.”
Yet memory is easily taken for
granted, probably because we
make memories so often that we
do not even realize we are doing it.
But if you stop for just a moment
and consider your life without
memory, you quickly realize that it
is invaluable. In fact, you might say
that memory is the very foundation
of normal life. So what is this
function we call memory?
According to Biola psychology
professor Dr. John Williams, when
the average person considers
memory, he is thinking of what
psychologists call long-term

memory. Williams describes
long-term memory as those past
experiences, facts and skills that we
never forget.
Ashish Ranpura, a writer for the
website Brain Connection, reports
in his article “How We Remember,
Why We Forget” that our brains
store long-term memories through
one of three methods: repetition,
conscientious effort and emotional
connection. Williams emphasizes
the last method: emotional
connection. He states that the
part of our brains that stores our
memories, called the hippocampus,
is located next to the part of our
brains that controls our emotions,
called the amygdala.

“When we are experiencing a
memory,” Williams explains, “the
amygdala is active as well as the
hippocampus.”
This suggests that these two
parts of the brain work together in
helping us recall memories. We not
only see the memories in our mind,
but we also experience the emotions
that accompany those memories.
In other words, memories and
emotions go hand in hand.
Emotions are incredibly powerful
and often affect our actions,
whether we realize it or not. It
may not be such a shock then to
realize that our memories, with
their emotions attached, impact our
future actions.
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“Our long-term memory is always
affecting us,” Williams states. “The
way we respond in a situation
depends on long-term memory.”
For example, suppose you made
a joke that greatly offended your
friend. As you anxiously approach
your friend to apologize, you can be
sure that you will think twice before
using that joke again. Thus, one role
our memories play is allowing us to
learn from past mistakes.
From a biblical standpoint, we
are people contaminated by sin
who constantly make mistakes.
Many times our actions harm others
around us. To help spur us toward
better relationships with others, God
has gifted us with memory, which
serves to prevent us from twice
making those mistakes that hurt
people. Memory is key to building
up his body of believers.
Eltiti further expanded on
Williams’ point that memories guide
our actions. She explains that our
past experiences influence how
we perceive our circumstances
and our surroundings. Basically, if
your current situation causes you
to recall a happy memory, you will
perceive your situation in a more
positive light. The same is true of
those situations that cause you to
remember unhappy memories. Your
assessment of that situation will be
negative.
It is this influence due to
memories that allows us to feel
empathy toward one another. For
example, if you are able to recall
the excruciating pain of losing a
loved one, you are significantly
better equipped to understand
when someone else endures loss
as well. On a brighter side, this is
why we rejoice with new believers
when they come to a saving faith
in Christ. We understand the
feelings of joy and relief they are
experiencing because we recall our
07 The Point Magazine

own conversion. Memory allows us
to relate to one another through the
sharing of common experiences.
Memory Deepens Relationships
It is this critical involvement in
relationships, Eltiti argues, that
makes memory so important. As
we have seen, memory teaches
us how to best interact and relate
to one another. It is because of
memory that we remember a family
member’s birthday and celebrate
with them. And it is because of
memory that we understand
another’s insecurities and how
those affect them. Memory is at
the root of why you and your
friend enjoy meeting together
every week to watch your favorite
television show. It is things like
these that develop and deepen our
relationships with other people.
Certainly our relationships
with others are one of the most
important aspects of our lives.
Our Creator designed us to be in
communion with others like us. But
as Eltiti is quick to point out, God
created us to be in a relationship
with him. And this is the most
important relationship we will
ever have. In light of this, it is no
accident God gave us memory, with
the many roles it plays in allowing
us to build relationships.
“In the Bible, we are called to
remember,” Eltiti says. With our
memories, we can remember all
that the Bible has to say about
who God is and, as a result,
worship his greatness. Of even
greater significance, we can recall
what God has done for us on the
cross and derive peace from this
incomparable demonstration of his
love. When we take time in our lives
to remember who God really is and
what he has done for us, we are able
to offer him authentic praise as well
as reaffirm our trust in him.

It is good to remember for other
reasons as well.
It is good to remember your
friend’s favorite kind of ice cream
so that you can surprise her when
she is having a bad day. And it is
good to recall the pain of a past trial
and offer hope to the person now
enduring it. Memory is a divine
gift that enables us to support one
another and enjoy fellowship.
However, investing in people
takes time — a lot of it. Life today is
fast-paced, cluttered with deadlines,
expectations and phone calls.
Spare time is a rarity. And if we are
honest with ourselves, many of us
would agree that we often feel as
though we do not have the time to
develop meaningful relationships
with others. On some days, the very
suggestions of celebrating with a
friend, grieving with a loved one
or spending quiet time to reflect on
the Lord are enough to cause us an
emotional breakdown.
But perhaps we might begin
to achieve a sense of balance if
we accepted our busy lives while
refusing to relinquish relationships
as a priority.
Certainly our education and our
jobs are important, but when asked
to share wisdom with Biola students
navigating their way through
college, Eltiti suggests, “Make
the most of your relationships at
school.”
This is advice that is applicable
at any stage of our life, college
and beyond. Nowadays, it is all
but impossible to escape feeling
busy. There will never be a “right”
time to develop relationships.
Yet rather than remember our
accomplishments, we more often
recall our relationships. They are
what bring meaning to life. Don’t
forget that.

A

TO FOLLOW
STORY: IAN MAYTA

DO YOU
WANT TO
propose
TO THIS
WOMAN?

YES!

& DESIGN: daniel Kirschman

CASUALLY?
FORMALLY?

DINNER
RESERVATIONS
& RED ROSES!
PROPOSE WITH A RING?

YES

FAMILY
RING?

TALK WITH
YOUR
FAMILY ABOUT
THE
PROPOSAL.

JUST POP THE
QUESTION?

NO
GET YOUR
FAMILY AND
FRIENDS
TOGETHER.

NEW
RING?

BUY
A
RING.

FIGURE OUT
WHAT
SHE
LIKES OR
WANTS.

PLAN
THE
BIG
DAY!
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uis Daniel Arias, a high
school student at the
American School in
Honduras, queued behind a line of
boys and girls holding hands. He
waited patiently to be “married”
by an upperclassman dressed as a
minister, who distributed plastic
rings and made-up wedding
certificates. In line with other
student couples, Arias held the hand
of the girl next to him tautly. This
event was part of “Carnival” — an
annual junior-senior fundraising
event. This might be an unfamiliar
and bizarre scene to the average
American high schooler or Biolan.
Yet, during my sophomore year
at Biola, girls and guys wearing
wedding gowns and suits had a food
fight on the beach for their hall’s
GYRAD — Get Your Roommate A
Date. Instances like these remind
me of that childhood image of boys
and girls lined up to get “married”
at the carnival. The way things are
progressing, GYRAD might as well
upgrade to GYRAW — Get Your
Roommate a Wife.
Setting all frivolousness aside,
engagements are happening all
around the Biola community.
Events such as this semester’s Biola
Relationship Retreat exist to foster
preparedness and unity between
those who are seriously dating,
engaged or married. But what does
it take to propose, especially from a
generation of young men, perhaps
somewhat rough and ill-prepared,
but daring enough to ask? There
is beauty, originality and sheer
courage in not knowing what to do
that allows a passing moment to
become one to remember.
Drew Van Herk, a junior
psychology major with a minor in
Christian ministries, met his nowfiancee, Valerie Peterson, during
his junior year of high school.
Now a junior humanities major,
Peterson lived on the same street
and attended all the same schools
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as Van Herk, without them knowing
each other.
One day in high school she
sat in front of Van Herk in class,
and they were forced to exchange
numbers to work on a group
project. Van Herk says from then
on they never stopped calling and
texting each other.
“Our discussions have
continuously grown more serious
about marriage,” Van Herk says
of their relationship. “All of our
intentional time together has been
to bring us to that. We have always
dated one another with the intent of
being married.”
Chase Andre, a 2012 Biola
graduate with a degree in
communication studies and a
philosophy minor, feels that
marriage has been a comfortable
topic in his relationship as well.
But in regards to the next step,
he says, “I am not going to propose.”
As a young man Andre had
reached the conclusion that he
didn’t have to date many people to
figure out whom he was supposed to
marry. He trusted God would bring
the right woman into his life.
“I began to reason with the
Lord: ‘I don’t want to merge two
lives together. I don’t want to be
heading in one direction and see
someone heading another direction
and try to make those paths meet.
Lord, I want to be walking in the
direction you have for me in my
life, and look over my shoulder
and see she is walking in the same
direction,’” Andre says of his prayer.
Through a series of events,
Andre noticed someone walking in
the same direction; he was taken
aback. In a fumbling of words, he
asked out his now-fiancee, Alicia
Miller, a Biola nursing alumna (‘10),
and she agreed.
“She and I don’t feel that our
wedding is something I invite her

to — asking her into my life — but
I feel this is a decision that we are
making together mutually,” Andre
says.
Instead of proposing using
a conventional diamond ring,
Andre and Miller agreed to have
a public celebration with all their
friends and family to announce
their engagement. Furthermore,
Andre and Miller are expecting
to live in a low socioeconomic
community doing ministry, and it
seemed to them inappropriate to
use their resources to make such
a statement. He goes on to explain
that while they will both wear
wedding bands, Miller did not want
their engagement and wedding to
be about displaying an expensive
diamond, especially to a community
that is not able to express the same
sentiment.
In regards to their
unconventional engagement, Andre
says, “What this has allowed us to
do is craft a day going forth that
will be all about our community, all
about the people that brought us
there together.”
Andre and Miller’s engagement
plans are reminiscent of the union
of one of the great, long-standing
marriages of the 21st century. In the
year 1945 in Great Britain, people
were in the streets celebrating
the end of the Second World
War. Among them was Elizabeth
Alexandra Mary, the current queen
of England. As she mingled between
her people undetected, wearing
a cap and military mantle, she
remembered her childhood love,
Philip, and anticipated his return.
Over the next few years,
Queen Elizabeth and Prince
Philip's union materialized, but
the largest obstacle to overcome in
their relationship was the public
dissatisfaction toward the planning
of their ornate and lavish wedding

“If you want to really invest your time, energy
and spiritual life into something that will
be a huge light in this world, one of them is
marriage.” - DREW VAN HERK

while the country experienced
shortages and rationing more
severe than during the war. The
British courts and monarchy, as
well as the future couple, decided
to make the wedding public,
inviting all the classes to celebrate
something that was usually private
and restricted. Their wedding
became a celebration, not only for
the English monarchy, but for all
British people — a day off from
austerity. The event itself was a
monument that things could get
better and that love could overcome
all barriers of war, classes, poverty
and fear.
In the same way, Andre and
Miller decided to make their
March 24th engagement and
future wedding centered on their
family, friends and people in the
community they serve.
Every couple writes a unique
script for their engagement. Van
Herk has decided to propose with
a diamond ring that has special
historical significance to his family.
The day Van Herk’s younger
sister was born, his mother received
a pair of diamond earrings from her
husband. Van Herk says it was the
way his father showed appreciation
to his wife for being the mother of
his child. Unexpectedly, his father
passed away when Van Herk was
only 13, and one of the diamonds
given to his mom would later be a
gift to Van Herk for his future wife.
“I was so thankful and
respectful to think about the

relationship I had with my dad and
to think about the gift he gave to my
mom,” Van Herk says. “It was a big
deal for her to give one to me.”
Van Herk proposed two days
after I spoke to him in his home
city of Huntington Beach, and he
and Peterson are set to have their
wedding next year.
“If you want to really invest
your time, energy and spiritual life
into something that will be a huge
light in this world, one of them is
marriage,” Van Herk says.
One couple that has been a
beam of light over the years has
been Fred and Ruth Waugh. They
are proud Biola great-grandparents,
both 90 years old, and have been
married for 72 years.
Almost six years ago, the
Waughs celebrated their 66th
wedding anniversary with a road
trip to the end of Route 66 at Santa
Monica Pier. It was there at the end
of the road where Fred decided to
propose to Ruth, more than a halfcentury ago.
The Waughs met at a church in
Inglewood, Calif., when they were
10.
“She was one of those girls out
in the front lawn standing on her
head, which attracted [me],” Fred
remembers of the first time he saw
Ruth.
The couple continued to see
each other despite the more than
1000 miles that separated them.
Fred’s father worked for the
railroad company, and during the

Great Depression, Fred was given
train tickets to travel down to
California from Montana. He says
his mom packed a suitcase full of
bread, peanut butter and jam for
the three-day journey. On these
regular trips to California, Fred
established a relationship with Ruth
and her family. When he was 18, he
took the train back to California and
proposed to Ruth at the end of Route
66.
The Waughs have lived a
life full of twists and turns. The
moments and things that felt out of
place, bland and not worthwhile,
they now see were those where God
intervened the most.
Many have looked to
manufacture a special moment in
engagement proposals. However,
one must realize that memorable
moments cannot be forced, but
rather must simply be lived. Cherish
the fullness of the time spent with
your loved one; be eager to get
to know them and love them as
yourself. In doing so, any instant
will hold a special place in your
relationship.
When asked what advice could
be given to this generation of men
about to propose, Andre says, “I
think it is valuable for people to
know that the script is open!”
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loyd Peckham stared at the
sweetgum tree in front of
Thompson Hall and an idea
began to form in his mind. The
intercultural studies professor had
just made it through three flats on
his daily, 20-mile bike commute
from Santa Ana, arriving onto
Biola’s campus just in time. His
class now over, Peckham had a Felt
carbon-fiber 20-speed touring bike
that was dead on the pavement,
but somehow needed to get him
to the nearest bike shop. The tree

had his solution. Gathering leaves
and small burrs, Peckham stuffed
the space between the rim and his
bike tire with the organic material.
This alternative to air provided just
enough cushion to allow him to
arrive safely at a bike shop to buy
much-needed new rims and tires.
This type of out-of-the-box
thinking comes from a lifetime
of bike riding. From his teenage
years of riding everywhere on his
bike, to riding through the jungles
of the Philippines, Indonesia and

Singapore during his 32-year
missionary career; Peckham has
found himself on a bike wherever
he is.
“Most people have the bike, and
have the desire, but they don’t
know how to change their tires, or
fix their bikes,” says Peckham. He
warns lightheartedly, “If there is a
bike that is broken at a bike rack on
campus, there is a good chance you
will see me trying to fix it.”
Los Angeles County does not
show up on a list of the top 10
12

SunScreen
Bike pump

The Coyote Creek Bike Trail
The air smells fresh, as rains
flood the concrete Coyote Creek
drainage canal, resurrecting grasses
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These are life savers when you get to the
halfway point of your ride. You can lose around
500-750 calories per hour that you bike,
depending on your pace.

Clif Bars

biking cities in America. Nor does
it place on a list of the top 25 or
50. Los Angeles County, to the
untrained eye, appears to have been
swallowed by the car. Yet bikes have
their own territory, sheltered from
anything with a motor. Networks
of trails like the Coyote Creek Bike
Trail and the San Gabriel River
Trail, which run through parts
of L.A. County, are little-known
highways of two-wheels.
With 710 bike spots available,
according to Grounds Manager Jim
Curran, and 436 registered bikes
currently on campus, according
to Justin Shelby, administrative
operations manager at Campus
Safety, Biola already hosts a student
culture ready to bike. But before
thousands of miles stick to a bike
frame and wheels have experienced
countless flats, you need a training
ground.

On longer rides, even the most dramatic
scenery will not always keep your legs
moving. Use a smattering of music, TED
TALKS, news podcasts and intriguing
audiobooks to make the miles fly by.

Tunes

Changing a bike tube after a flat is enough
to deter many people from riding long
distances, but it isn’t a problem if you
have an extra bike tube and the equipment
already listed. Always bring more than one
extra tube. At around $5-$10 dollars,
they won’t bankrupt you.

These all-in-one tools are the swiss army
knife of bikers and contain just about every
tool needed for bike repairs or adjustments.
Ranging from $10 to $25, this is an
inexpensive travel addition that will put your
mind at ease.

Bike TOol

A simple $9-$15 essential. Bike tires can
lose 10-20 psi of air pressure overnight, so
always pump up your tires before a long ride.

I usually take around 24 oz of water in a
nalgene when I ride the 30-mile round trip to
the beach.

Water
Bottle

I’ve gone on many a ride where it starts
out overcast, but the weather changes to
full sun after a few miles. Being burnt
after a ride is no fun.

Extra Bike
Tube

7 Things to Bring on Your Bike Ride

along the sides of the elevated bike
trail. Lemon and orange trees are
producing, flowers are blooming; all
trumpeting the return of spring. The
Coyote Creek Bike Trail is a snake
of pavement that has camouflaged
itself among us. It is a narrow,
two-lane, eight-mile strip of varying
concrete and asphalt surfaces,
running alongside the Coyote Creek
drainage canal. After nine miles,
Coyote Creek merges with the San
Gabriel River Trail for the final four
miles to Seal Beach and the Pacific
Ocean.
There are two main entrances to
the trail in the La Mirada vicinity:
one heading west on Rosecrans
Avenue right after the train tracks,
halfway between Biola Avenue
and the Interstate 5 freeway; the
other is off Foster Avenue slightly
farther north. An orange sign
with authoritative black letters
announces that the Coyote Creek
Bike Trail is definitively closed
from April 2012-June 2014 at the
Rosecrans entrance. It lies.
To people who use the trail often,

the sign is essentially meaningless.
While the trail is indeed fenced
off for a few hundred yards with
metal beams lying beside churned
earth, riders can simply walk their
bikes down into Coyote Creek’s
concrete riverbed, ride for less than
a minute, and then walk their bikes
back up onto the trail.
Peckham takes students on rides
down the trail and loves to see them
“rough it” by having to hop down
into the riverbed.
“It’s great to watch people get a
more radical radius to their lives,”
says Peckham.
He says that people too often
neglect fitness and do not get
out into nature often enough,
something that riding the trail
remedies.
Zach De Vesta, a senior
intercultural studies major, started
biking last year, and has taken a few
rides with Peckham down Coyote
and San Gabriel. On two separate
trips with Peckham, De Vesta rode
a distance of 197 miles. The first
ride was 100 miles from Ventura to

Norwalk, back from the ICS retreat;
the second was from Norwalk to
Crystal Cove and back — a 97-mile
round trip.
“Before I came to Biola I saw
bikers as kind of annoying, but
during the past few years I have
grown to admire them,” says De
Vesta.
He now uses his 2007 Specialized,
Hardrock mountain bike to
commute to school and records 3540 miles traveling from Norwalk to
Biola each week.
Development of the Bike Highways
Established back in the 1970s,
the initiative for the bike trails
was started by the Army Corps of
Engineers who installed concrete
flood channels around the thenexisting Coyote River, after floods
from the ‘40s.
Abu Yusuf, working for the
L.A. County Department of Public
Works under the Progress and
Development Division, oversees the
Coyote and San Gabriel trails. The
funding for the trails comes from
14

the government, he says, but each
city that the trail runs through is
responsible for maintaining their
own section. If the trail were a
cake, each city would be a hand;
some willing to take large pieces for
themselves, and others reluctant to
put on the extra weight. There are
segments to this trail; some more
well-kept, others with cracked and
parched asphalt, years overdue for
a makeover or at least a touch-up.
While Santa Fe Springs and
Cerritos have kept the asphalt
trail smooth and well-paved, the
same cannot be said for the next
two cities the trail passes through.
After leaving Cerritos, the trail
runs in between Hawaiian Gardens
and Cypress, where it reaches its
worst condition. Cracks snake their
way through the sun-faded gray
asphalt, where grass and weeds
grow up through the pavement. The
trail’s improvement is stark when
it reaches Los Alamitos and Seal
Beach. Here, serious bikers with
thousand-dollar bikes ride in groups
and the lanes become somewhat
crowded.
The scenery dramatically
improves as well, with herons and
other birds flying alongside the
river banks below the trail, flanked
with palms and other brush. Finally,
the canal fills with more and more
water until the beach and sea come
into view.
“It’s not highly scenic, looking at
the concrete, but there is nothing
like getting three miles down from
the beach, and the concrete goes
away,” says Mark Saucy, professor of
theology at Talbot.
Saucy, 54, started biking 20 years
ago and rides around 100 miles a
week, mainly on the Coyote Creek
and San Gabriel trails.
“It’s the time for me and my
thoughts; it’s my soul time,” says
Saucy. “My wife understands that
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this is where I solve my world’s
problems, in a three hour bike
ride.”
For Steve Herrera, owner of The
Cyclery bike shop on the corner of
Imperial Avenue and La Mirada
Boulevard, the bike trails were
something entirely different. He
remembers waking up with his
head resting on a curb and seeing
what looked like jelly flowing down
the pavement.
“I heard this gasp, from all the
people who had collected to look
at the dead guy,” says Herrera.
“I started moving like in ‘Men In
Black’ when the guy crawls out of
the hole,” describes Herrera of his
physical state.
His shoulder out of place,
ear nearly torn off and blood
everywhere, it took Herrera a long
time to physically and mentally
heal.
Taking to the Coyote Creek and
San Gabriel river trails, he tried
to forget the feel and sound of his
wheel and bike frame snapping. He
tried to forget how he had heard a
short screech of the car that had hit
him going around 60 mph.
“It affects you for a while; you
become skittish at the sound of
rubber on asphalt. It tightens up
your belly,” says Herrera. For
a while, every time he heard
a car coming by him, his arms
automatically turned his bike
towards the curb, his body in
autopilot forcing him to stop.
Today, at 54, he races two to
three times a month in competitive
mountain bike races. Except for
the year 2010 when he was injured,
he has qualified for the Mountain
Bike Cross-Country National
Championship race every year since
it began in 2004.
“If I qualify, I go. That’s my
rule,” says Herrera, who races
in the category 1 mountain bike

racing division, one step below the
professional level.
Safety is always a concern on
surface streets, especially the roads
without bike lanes. The U.S. Center
for Disease Control estimates that,
on average, there are 700 bicycle
deaths a year, as well as many more
non-fatal incidents. While Herrera
suggests that more bike lanes
would make things safer, there is
a different culture in the U.S. than
other more bike-friendly countries
or cities. Cities like Copenhagen and
Amsterdam are built around the
bike. When roads are constructed,
the bike lane is always in mind. This
is not the case in the United States.
Cycling as a Community
Today’s pavement-centered
America, car-dominated roadways
and spacious grids of ever-moving
traffic can seem to conspire to
make cycling an afterthought. Yet,
despite the danger that seems to be
involved, cycling to work, school, or
as a hobby on America’s roadways
is a reality more easily attained
than people think. The bikes-only
trails like Coyote Creek and San
Gabriel are testaments to this biking
community.
“It would be cool to have a Biola
cycling club, with an epic name like,
‘The Wheelman of Biola,’” Saucy
says.
He envisions professors and
students joining together for
communal rides and students
taking up the initiative themselves.
Peckham already goes on rides

whenever he can, mostly with ICS
students, but also with anyone else
who wishes to join.
“The hope is to see if there is
a community, reach out, tap it
and pull people into it,” Herrera
remarks when asked if he believes
there is a bike community in the
area. “I think there is the desire to
be.”
As part of his intention to foster
the bike community that might be
present, Herrera’s shop is taking the
initiative of sending out mass emails
to its clients with information on
the shop’s riding schedule. Every
other Saturday, there will be three
rides, starting with a beginner
bike ride that starts at The Cyclery
at 8 a.m. and completes a 10-mile
loop via Beach Boulevard. At the
same time on Saturday, two other
rides: a serious road bike route
up in the hills north of La Mirada,
and a mountain bike route via
the Fullerton Loop Bike Trail or
Turnbull Canyon Road will also
start.
For Saucy, community with “a
couple of buddies” was rekindled
after he moved back from the
mission field of Ukraine. Now, he
completes three to four events a
year with his friends, with the most
recent event being the Palm Springs
Century — century referring to the
100 miles that were traversed. The
ride was the most memorable trip
for Saucy because of its 25 mph
headwinds that were blowing riders
off the road and sending them flying
at 45 mph when the wind was at

their backs. These type of moments
with friends, and the camaraderie
that is developed, make Saucy
appreciate biking to its fullest.
“I like the speed, I like precision.
To me it’s the perfect way to see
something, to see an environment,
an area. Walking is too slow, a car
is too fast; a bike is perfect,” says
Saucy.
The glory of biking is that you
can always go farther. There is no
light on your bike that turns on to
tell you your tank is empty. As long
as your legs can keep pedaling, you
will keep moving.
Peckham is mounting his bike at 5
a.m. in Santa Ana, ready for his 20mile commute to work. At 10 a.m.,
Herrera is opening his bike shop, a
job he traded for his past corporate
business life. Throughout the day,
bikes will get students to and from
classes, from their dorms to the
supermarket, and for some their
bikes will take them miles away.
As the sun stays longer in the
sky, specialized bikes, Canondales,
fixies, road bikes, BMXs, beach
cruisers and an odd assortment
of other bikes are rejuvenated.
Spring has awoken long-dormant
local river bike trails, which, like
many creatures, are cold-blooded;
the warmer weather provides the
motivation for many to get back
out and ride. As 12 million cars
travel their 300 million daily miles
through Los Angeles County, Spring
encourages many to once again join
a community of two wheels, rather
than four.
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Living Up to the Digital Standard

TECH-SPECTATIONS

“Name me one thing, one, that
we’ve gained from technology.”
Greg Kinnear’s character
incredulously asks Meg Ryan in the
1998 romantic comedy “You’ve Got
Mail.” In the film, Ryan’s character
enters the exciting new world of
email and eventually develops more
of a relationship with her online
pen pal and the “you’ve got mail”
screen on her laptop than with
her real-life boyfriend. Thankfully
for her, Tom Hanks is the one on
the other side of the screen and
they eventually meet up in perfect
Hollywood fashion. However, before
his untimely exit, Kinnear points
to his then-girlfriend’s computer in
frustration and says, “You think this
machine is your friend, but it’s not.”
In a society where there are more
cellphones than cars, according
to a 2011 study published on the
technology website AnsonAlex.
com, a close relationship with
an electronic device is not out
of the ordinary. People are
virtually never alone; they are
always accompanied by a laptop
or smartphone, always digitally
connected. By 2014, the magazine
Siliconindia predicts the number of
cellphone accounts will exceed the
world population with 7.3 billion
accounts in total. Increased access
to technology used to signify easier
achievement of a task, but now
technology embodies a world of
emails, texts, tweets and alerts; an
inescapable connectedness. Instead
of functioning as a tool to make life
easier, technology has become the
expectation.
In his class “Engaging
Worldviews,” communications
professor Dr. Tim Muehlhoff
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incorporates an often passedover spiritual discipline into his
class through a challenging threeday assignment. On the first day
students are allowed to use one
hour of technology. The second
day they are allowed half an hour.
The third day they are restricted
from using any technology and are
encouraged to spend at least an
hour in prayer and meditation. Of
the 30 students in the class, only five
completed the assignment.

Charissa Standage, senior
communications major, was one of
the five students. Surprisingly, she
remembers the first two days of the
assignment as being harder than
the third, because of the “flood-gate
effect” of technology. If you use a
little bit of it, it is hard not to use
a lot. Recalling how surprised she
was to discover her dependence
on technology, Standage describes
how getting stuck in traffic became
all the more annoying because she

could not listen to music as she
waited. Through the experience,
Standage recognized little things
like the beauty of the hills
bordering the 55 freeway, and also
cherished the time and space this
technological Sabbath provided her
with to think through things and
realize God’s blessings in her life.
“At the end of the day there
was a small hint of lament
about going back to technology,”
Standage remembers. “Because the

unfortunate thing is, no matter how
awesome that day was, we live in a
world where technology is so crucial
you can’t just get away from it. So
it was kind of sad watching the sun
set that night and realizing it was
symbolic. This is the sun setting
on a day where I was freed from
all responsibilities and restraints I
have.”
The act of being unplugged is a
foreign concept to many people. It
can be restful for a while but can

also lead to a life in limbo, where
being disconnected means feeling
cut-off from the real world.
“When you have these moments
of solitude you almost get this antsy
feeling of, ‘I could be doing stuff or
looking at stuff,’” Muehlhoff says.
“And I think that is really what
scares me the most. We’re losing
the ability to meditate; we’re losing
the ability to do one thing at a time;
we’re losing the ability to be in
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solitude.”
Muehlhoff often quotes Plato
to his classes, saying you cannot
open your soul to anything and
not be affected. Or, in Muehlhoff’s
words, “as we use technology, it is
using us.” Our culture and people
individually are being molded
by it. Muehlhoff calls technology
a “double-edged sword.” On one
hand, it does make life easier, but
now the standard has also increased

about what people are expected
to accomplish. It is an expectation
that blurs the lines of limitation and
dissolves moments of privacy and
escape.
“There’s a total lack of
boundary,” Standage agrees. “And
because of that, there’s this sense
that you can always be doing
something and you should always
be doing something. And if you’re
not forcing it on yourself, someone
else is forcing it on you. It’s kind
of like a hamster wheel — you’re
just constantly running on and
responding and correlating.“
Scientific research reinforces this
worry. According to a 2012 study by
University of Gothenburg doctoral
student Sara Thomee, heavy use of
cellphones and computers increase
the risk of sleep disorders, stress
and depression in young adults.
Though the reason behind this
connection is yet to be determined,
theories suggest artificial light
disrupts the melatonin production
necessary for sleep. Stress can even
be triggered by the appropriately
named “inbox fatigue,” which
a person experiences just by
looking at a crowded inbox full of
newsletters, spam, social media
updates and other messages.
Beyond these medical effects,
Muehlhoff argues that technology
has also changed the way we
interact. The ability to be mindful,
or fully present in the moment, has
diminished while attention spans
have shortened and the need for
instant gratification has risen. In
other words, the more connected we
become digitally, the less connected
we are to each other.
Sometimes, the easy living

technology promises through
high-speed Internet, 4G service
and slick touch-screens remains
the proverbial dangling carrot
enticing us ever forward, while
never actually getting us any closer
to reaching it. Often, it is hard to
separate the negative effects of
technology from its obvious perks.
For students, the ease it affords can
regularly outweigh the addictive
pull or social façade that is so
easily bought into. Technology has
revolutionized the academic world
into a place where PowerPoint
accompanies most lectures, laptops
are required to keep up with note
taking and unexpected questions on
study guides are quickly answered,
courtesy of Google.
“If we didn’t have technology, I
think I would be more stressed,”
says junior computer science
major Kyle Yount. “The Internet is
the biggest thing to ever come to
academics. I was in a science lab
when I forgot how to do an algebra
problem, and I was able to go on a
website that does algebra for you.
In a way, technology is advancing
knowledge more than it ever has.”
Imagine how much longer the
lines at Target would be if cash
registers and card readers were
replaced by abacuses and ledger
books. How would a hospital
function without MRI machines?
iPhones have become extensions of
hands as keypads are pummeled by
fingers at an average rate of 109.5
texts per person per day, according
to a 2011 Pew Institute survey. As
Yount expresses, technology has
become so fused with our society, it
is now necessary.
“There are so many aspects of

life now that are dependent on
technology,” Yount says, “that if
someone were to pull the plug
on all this, we don’t even know
what would happen. What would
happen if everything we know
right now just vanished? We’d
have withdrawals, we’d have to
improvise, businesses would go
completely haywire.”
As technologically infused as
this generation is, Yount believes
people his age can still sense the
contrast to an earlier, less advanced
time. Because of this, he feels
his generation is less inclined to
confuse real life with virtual profiles
and is ultimately more appreciative
of the advancements they enjoy.
“We’re able to adapt to it in a
more natural way,” says Yount.
“We’re able to see the contrast
between real life and technology
and we’re able to separate those. I
feel like we’re the last generation
that will be able to do that.”
College-aged adults today grew
up right along with the Internet,
from dialup to DSL to Wi-Fi, but
children being born today will not
be able to conceive of pre-Internet
life. They will grow up learning
their alphabets on touch-screens
with the virtual world at their
fingertips. True, it might seem a
small contrast. Yet, AT&T plays with
its significance in their commercial
for U-verse High Speed Internet
in which the 14-year-old brother
reflects on the old days explaining,
“Sometimes it took a minute to
download a song. That’s 60 seconds,
for crying out loud!”
Whether or not today’s
generation actually differentiates
offline reality from its online

counterpart, it is clear that
technology and the use of social
media sites such as Facebook and
Twitter have actually changed
the way people think about their
lives and existence. Looking for
reactions, Facebook users post
about how awful their days have
been when they want sympathy, or
write statuses about getting a job
when they want people to be happy
for them.
“Without meaning to, we frame
our day in statuses,” Standage
says. “A lot of times I think, ‘this is
going to make such a good status’
when all I did was go to the store
and pay with all dimes. But the
world needs to know. It’s all these
pointless things that we attribute
meaning or significance to, and in
return we expect others to give us
that affirmation. We have become
a really attention-hungry society
because of that.”
Previous generations are
comfortable interacting face-to-face
simply because that is what they
have always done. Technology can
seemingly widen the gap between
the two age groups, creating a space
where the older rejects it and the
younger embraces it. The biggest
difference is that technology results
in a completely new language and
basis for interaction. As a waitress
at Black Angus, Standage regularly
interacts with this older generation,
easily noticing the difference in
communication.
“[They] just sit and chat, and
it’s really uncomfortable for me,”
Standage explains. “For them, they
don’t know anything different
because they’re used to cultivating
that interpersonal interaction
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CINEMATICALLY
SPEAKING

The Influence of Film on Modern Life

that our generation is completely
skipping over.”
Just as Facebook has introduced
its users to an easier-to-read
timeline profile, technology has
established a new language through
which the present generation
communicates, relates and engages.
A language where abbreviations
such as “LOL” and “OMG” are
outnumbered only by emoticons;
many relationships are mostly
composed of online interactions
and texts; and conversations that
usually excel in small talk are
attempting to go deeper and more
personal in the digital environment.
All of this is not necessarily
a bad thing. As Muehlhoff
explains, one vitally important
type of communication is phatic
communication. This deals with the
everyday small talk, the friendly
surface speak that, though not
necessarily deep, remains essential
to how people relate to each other.
“As far as establishing the
phatic, tweets, texts and Facebook
comments are great ways to do
that,” Muehlhoff says. “If that’s all
I did, then I would say that’s not
good, but conversely if all I did was
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the dramatic, intense conversations,
I would say you need to back
up and work on your everyday
communication. Technology is a
nice way of protecting the phatic
communication.”
Even now, texting, Facebook and
emails are supporting conversations
on an increasingly deeper level. A
number of people are beginning to
use technology to live more advantageously. High school reunions
happen every day instead of every
ten years because of Facebook;
new drivers rely on GPS devices to
travel anywhere they want to go;
and shoppers are able to purchase
new wardrobes without ever leaving their homes. People are clearly
beginning, as Yount suggests, to
“embrace what technology is.”
As technology continues to
advance with every passing second,
our attempts to keep up with the
ever-changing world it creates
can seem even more futile. Will
our future involve a society of
“users” rather than “people,” techtalking toddlers and a method of
conversing that resembles binary
code more than any present-day
language? Or will our society rebel

from its present course and begin
to swing the other way, allowing
the infusion of technology to
dissipate and become less integral?
Whatever the future may hold, in
the present, Muehlhoff advocates
for the importance of remaining
in touch with the world outside of
our monitors and touch-screens.
Sometimes, a small break is
necessary to focus us back on
reality.
“God wisely understood the
human makeup when he said every
week you are to have a Sabbath,”
Muehlhoff says. “I’m not saying
that is a [specific] day of the week,
I’m saying it should be a day that is
qualitatively different from what
you did the other six days. I would
say technologically, it would be
good to get unplugged that day.
We need to find these small little
pockets where we can meditate,
think and pray.”
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or just over 100 years, the
art of capturing thousands of
pictures and projecting them
onto silver screens has sparked an
industry, inspired generations of
visionaries and etched itself into
the legacy of human storytelling.
We are, after all, a visual species:
God gave us eyes to see, ears to
hear and imaginations that equip
us to dream. What are movies at
their foundations but elaborate
dreams refined and shaped for the
enjoyment of many? They indeed
can become nightmares, or so
fantastical that they bend the world
we know into something grander
and far more unpredictable. Some
films depart from reality; still
others use the limitations of it to
tell stories we can see in everyday
life. Whichever the fashion, movies
have the ability to teach us things,
and these lessons have for better or
worse influenced us with love, hope,
anger, tragedy, humor, excitement,
adventure and an ever-growing
sense of wonder.
A film, no matter how long or
how short, is essentially photography in motion. Thousands of frames
are flying by at tremendous speed,
creating moving images that first
astonished unsuspecting audiences
back in the late 19th century. At a
screening of “Arrival of a Train at
La Ciotat” in 1896, the audience was
said to have run sprawling from
their seats when they thought the
train would come crashing through
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the screen.
Movies back then were shown
without any kind of sound until
filmmakers realized how much
music could further their stories.
They incorporated what is called a
“score,” an instrumental treatment
composed specifically for what happens on-screen. Silent films were
the craze, with voiceless characters whose dialogue was written
out in white text on black frames,
the original form of subtitles. The
revolution of “talkies” came next in
the late 1920s, where actors’ voices
were recorded live on set. People
were captivated by this shift, and
when color came to prominence, all
bets were off — the limited world
of black-and-white was blown
wide open and new possibilities
ran aplenty. The rest is just what it
is — history. Films have constantly
pushed the boundaries since the
peak of Hollywood’s golden age,
circa 1920 to 1960, and will only
continue to do so.
“A film projects a world, either
familiar or alien, that we can participate in,” says Biola art professor
Jonathan Anderson. “A movie is
simply a highly structured film.”
While movies used to be events
and spectacles for mass audiences,
they have become increasingly
more individualistic and stylized.
We live in an era where to stand
out is key, and while the Hollywood
formula still exists, there are many
who seek to break the cinematic

mold every day. That is the foundation of “indie” films, independentlyproduced shorts, features and
documentaries fashioned outside of
big budget convention.
“[Movies] are a way of imprinting time — capturing and preserving events in re-produceable ways,”
says Joshua Sikora, a former Biola
student and cinema arts professor
who is now head of the media arts
department at Houston Baptist University and founder of production
company New Renaissance Pictures.
“It’s about defining moments interesting enough to share with people,
then capturing and sculpting them
into a final product that works.”
Sikora touches on the fact that
cameras are made with the intent to
capture and immortalize moments
we deem important of remembrance, be it a backyard birthday
party or a multi-million-dollar trainwreck on a Warner Bros. backlot.
Glenn Cook, an undergrad philosophy major, offers a more romantic sentiment on the medium.
“Movies are really the fulfillment of man’s desire for nostalgia,”
Cook says. “They’re an extension of
his storytelling tendencies that have
existed since the dawn of language.”
Movies are too often diminished
to pure spectacle, unrecognized
as major influences on the world
around us. But films like “Citizen
Kane” and “To Kill A Mockingbird”
sparked important dialogue in
the times they were released, and
movies today continue to represent
ideas, both political and social, that
make us think.
“Movies have come to serve as
common cultural texts,” says Anderson. “Look at how often movies are
quoted on a daily basis by all types
of people. They’ve become ‘thought
experiments’ in that they teach and
influence ways of thinking.”
Movies, both fiction and

“A film projects a world, either familiar or alien,
that we can participate in”-Jonathan Anderson
reality-based, can serve as modern
parables. The cinematic realm of
good versus evil offers us lessons of
virtue and morality that we carry
with us. The things we watch latch
onto our minds because that is how
we are built to process — and movies are built to latch.
In the scope of film’s evolution,
an even more
incredible concept than how
far movies have
come is where
they might be
heading. With so
many advancements in camera
technology, as
well as what
can be done to
footage in the
editing room, it
isn’t a stretch to
suppose that in
the next 50 years,
the way movies are shot and
experienced will
morph into something drastically
different than how they are now. I
am a child of the ‘90s, and because
of that I can attest to how much the
movies have changed even since
the likes of “Jurassic Park” and “Toy
Story” wowed me as kid. With the
rise of the digital age and the fall of
celluloid, films are becoming more
crisp and clear, with picture quality that allows you to look into the
world of the movie as if through an
empty window frame.
“The biggest shift we’ve seen
is that what was once so expensive
and difficult to do is now much
easier, and that is to make movies,”

Sikora clarifies. “Over the last 25
years, there has been a radical
transformation in technology that
makes it possible for anyone to
make a ‘film.’”
It’s true, the playing field is
much larger than it ever has been,
and it is up to the players where we
go from here. Anderson explains

that the industry has been on a road
to decentralization ever since the
home-video camera became available to the kid down the street.
“The equipment you need is on
the shelves,” says Anderson. “There
are hundreds of production companies instead of just four or five, and
literally everybody has access to the
medium.”
Filmmaking has indeed become
a very noisy area to inhabit, and its
designs will fluctuate and develop
as the masses dictate. Whether
movies continue to look more and
more real or evolve into some kind
of audience-participation format, it

will always be the sum of thousands
of hands working to make the next
best thing.
“I think the future will largely
depend on if the artist is content to
appease the masses or pull them
along through their world of ideas,”
Cook explains. “But the diversity of
thought and genres as well as the
differences in
their progressions make it
hard to predict.”
I was still
in a strap-in car
seat when I knew
that making
movies was my
inevitable calling, not because
I could sense any
kind of inherent
talent for it, but
because I was so
unequivocally
drawn to dreams
and the idea of
sharing them
with the world.
We’ve come a long way since cave
drawings, and have now arrived at
an age of using technology to tell
stories.
While movies may at times be
reduced to flippant thrills at the
box office, they will ever remain
the stuff of wonder and possibility.
No matter how much changes in
the way we watch and make them,
here’s to hoping that movies will
always and forever maintain the celebration of story and the classic elements that make one great. Here’s
to the classics past and the classics
to come. Long live the movies!
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tudents often take full use
of their bodies for granted.
Instead of complaining about

having only fifteen minutes to stop
at the food truck for lunch between
classes, Victoria Nuñez, a freshman
biology major who suffers from
cerebral palsy, has to plan how
she’ll get to class on time carrying a
backpack full of textbooks and using
her walker.
Cerebral palsy, a group of motor
conditions that causes physical
disabilities in development,
particularly in body movement, has
been a constant struggle for Nuñez.
But instead of complaining, she has
begun to look toward God.
She says she was able to seek
God so he could help her overcome
tough circumstances, such as “when
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you’re in bed for two months after
12 surgeries, staring out the window
at the sky.”
“Some days, you just don’t want
to be here,” Nuñez says about
school. “Not because you don’t like
school, but because it’s just another
day of pain.”
While many students worry
about their hair or clothes getting
wet when it’s cold and rainy, Nuñez
dreads the pain in her bones and
the slow journey between classes
that seem close, but with her walker
and heavy backpack, often feel
miles apart.
Another member of the Biola
community who can speak to the
difficulty of physical struggles is
adjunct professor of journalism
Anna Sinclair. Sinclair does not feel
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Victoria Nuñez

less fortunate than her co-workers
or students, although she realizes
that there is a difference. She was
born a congenital amputee, which
means one of her arms is missing a
forearm and hand. Although there
was no medical explanation for
it at the time, doctors have since
then discovered that in the womb,
amniotic bands cut off her arm just
below the right elbow, constricting
and preventing any further growth.
Sinclair explains that everyone
is looking for acceptance. Even
students who have complete
hearing, sight and use of their limbs
struggle to be accepted. She says
that it is important to embrace those
differences.
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“Embrace who they are and treat
them like a regular person,” she
advises, understanding exactly how
it feels to be stared at and excluded.
Since she was only 18 months old,
Sinclair wore a prosthetic arm, to
help learn basic tasks like crawling,
getting dressed and eventually
doing her own hair. But she
admits that she primarily wore it
because she felt aware of others.
Wanting to make everyone else
feel more comfortable, she wore
the prosthetic because it made her
feel professional and took attention
away from her arm. She always
knew that her arm drew stares,
but quickly realized that how the
situation was handled was up to her.
“I didn’t want it to define me,”
Sinclair says about giving up the
prosthetic. “I was ready to forego it
and live in my own skin.”
By giving up the prosthetic, she
drew much more attention, but
instead of feeling sorry for herself,
she took advantage of it and used
those opportunities to engage in
conversation. Her career in public
relations has prepared her for
communicating well, and she often
uses her arm as a way to talk to

others.
Like Sinclair, Nuñez emphasizes
the humanity of those with
disabilities.
“I wanted to be around people
who wouldn’t see me for my
disability, but for who I am,” Nuñez
explains.
This is what she encourages
others to do as well. Instead of
ignoring the person and simply
seeing a wheelchair or walker, she
advises people to “capture who they
are in personality.” Instead of being
defined by cerebral palsy or by her
walker, Nuñez wants people to get
to know her as a person, and to
realize that although it may seem a
little tougher, she is capable of doing
anything that her peers can.
Katelyn MacIntyre is a senior
vocal performance major who is
just as competent as her peers.
She is actively involved in Biola’s
music department, singing in the
chorale and acting as a member
of chorale council, playing a role
in the spring opera, and preparing
for her senior recital. She also
had an unforgettable experience
studying abroad in Heidelberg,
Germany, where she got to learn a

new language, perform in beautiful
and historic theaters and study
under internationally acclaimed
vocal performers and musicians.
MacIntyre has enjoyed a full and
productive four years at Biola, and
never let the fact that she has a
visual impairment hold her back.
In a Christian community,
MacIntyre says she can tell that
students and faculty alike want
to help, but sometimes they just
don’t know how. As a result, she
says they either ignore her fully or
overcompensate, which leads to an
awkward tension.
“They want to serve Christ and
they see helping me as a way to do
it,” MacIntyre says. “I’ve been places
where [non-Christians] are helpful,
but it’s not from the same heart.”
She says that while the expectation
is that non-Christians are less
willing to help, they often reach
out. But they tend to help out of
pity or obligation instead of from a
compassionate heart.
With Biola’s missions mindset and
focus on equipping students to be
witnesses throughout the world and
in the workplace, students often fail
to notice the struggles happening
right on our own campus. Christians
often look abroad to impact God’s
kingdom: child poverty in Asia, HIV/
AIDS in Africa, human trafficking
in India. These are important
injustices that God calls us to fight
for, but we should also remember
those who live next door to us.
Those with disabilities are often
overlooked or ignored. People tend
to turn the other way or stare at
those who are different. Jesus has a
particular empathy for those who
are poor, suffering and disabled.
Christians are called to follow this
model, reaching out even when it
takes us out of our comfort zones.
“[Jesus] doesn’t care about these
stigmas that we have,” says Matt

Anna Sinclair

Rouse, communication disorders
chair and professor.
In fact, Rouse refers to Jesus as
the ultimate “stigma buster” in his
interactions with those suffering
from leprosy, blindness, paralysis
and even demon possession. Rouse
has a ten-year-old nephew who
suffers from Cornelia de Lange
syndrome, a genetic condition that
severely delays his physical and
health development, and caused
him to be born with only two
fingers on one hand and no speech.
“Communication is one of those
things that I take for granted,”
Rouse explains. “It’s actually really
a special gift.”
Just because someone is disabled
does not mean that they should
be ignored or cast aside. Rouse
points us back to the Fall of man in
Genesis 3, reminding us that sin has
disabled all of us, and just because
someone has a physical disability or
impairment doesn’t make them any
different or worse off.
“We all have issues, problems
and brokenness,” Rouse says.
Like most new students,
freshman Max Soh is facing a fresh
wave of challenges in the transition
to college life. Born and raised in
Singapore, he’s not only adjusting to
dorm life, new professors, and food
from the Caf, but he’s also adapting
to an entirely new culture.
The change is tough, but it is
nothing compared to his dealing
with retinitis pigmentosa, or RP, an
inherited disease of the retina that
has resulted in a loss of his central
vision.
“It hasn’t been easy, of course,
but it’s allowed me to rely on God
more,” Soh says.
When compared to the horrors of
his secondary school in Singapore,
Soh acknowledges that the
accommodations and experiences
he has had at Biola are generally
28
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By Matt Rouse, department chair, communications disorders

D E F I N I N G

Katelyn MacIntyre

“Depending on how you present yourself, people will
notice less the imperfections and more you.”
Sinclair says by being open to conversation and
questions, those with a disability have the power
to ease unnecessary apprehension; and by asking
questions, those without a disability show the
humanity of someone who may look or sound
different.
“I don’t mind them detecting the difference,” Rouse
says of onlookers who stare at his physically and
developmentally handicapped nephew.
However, instead of just staring, he would rather them
approach and ask questions.
“You learn from a person when you just ask a
question,” Sinclair suggests. “Let it be a platform for
further conversation.”

THE
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positive. Professors are willing to meet with him if he
missed something in class, and students help him both
in class and around campus.
MacIntyre shares similar praise for the willingness
of Biola professors and students to work with her and
accommodate her learning needs.
“Faculty are willing to invest in the students anyway,”
she adds about Biola faculty, explaining why they are so
disposed to help any student with a disability.
She and Soh agree that students have also proven
to be open and helpful. MacIntyre adds that they
frequently offer to take notes for her or even take
the time to read chapters with her for homework or
preparing for exams.
“It’s been a challenging process,” MacIntyre says,
“but it’s neat to see how the other students have
accommodated me.”
Having attended schools for normally sighted people
all his life, Soh understands that it can be difficult for
others to accommodate him, especially when they are
not used to it.
“I understand that my needs are the minority here,”
he says, adding, “I think it is a bit selfish to want or
expect everyone else to revolve around me and my
needs.”
Even so, it is important to lend a hand as we would
to any other person. Hold the door open when they’re
walking by, offer to take notes for them in class, or just
simply say “hi.” Don’t be surprised to discover that
they’re completely human. MacIntyre encourages others
to open their hearts to people with disabilities and be
willing to ask questions or help when necessary. Dealing
with the initial awkward tension is often the hardest
part, but just remember that there is no need to treat
someone who has a disability any differently. Sinclair
also notes that the person with the disability can reduce
much of the tension.
“It’s about how you present yourself,” she says.
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renda Velasco had known
since age seven that she
wanted to be a corporate
attorney. She had a plan to achieve
her dream job by 25, get married
at 27 and have kids at 32. Instead,
Velasco graduated from Biola
in 1999 and went on to work in
communications and marketing
at a real estate agency in Whittier,
and after some twists and turns, she
ended up in the position of assistant
director with Biola’s University
Communications and Marketing.
This is not at all what she had
planned.
Some students embark on a
different career path because of the
decisions they make, while others
have no choice in the matter. Erin
Arendse is a 2010 Biola graduate
who obtained her degree in English.
She had plans to go to grad school
in Michigan or Ohio and eventually
teach English at the university level.

However, she did not get into
grad school. Right now, she is working as the administrative assistant
for Biola’s philosophy, English and
humanities department — not exactly the avenue she envisioned.
Velasco and Arendse were not
the first people to wrestle with their
career paths in the days looming
before graduation, and they will
certainly not be the last. Most Biola
students approach graduation with
expectations, whether that is finding
the perfect career, making a large
salary or being able to qualify for
their dream job.
However, according to a survey
conducted in November 2012 by the
professional networking site LinkedIn, only 30.3 percent of people
fulfill their childhood dreams. The
other 69.9 percent have the pleasure
of their ideas, dreams and plans
being flipped upside down and completely jumbled so that they must

reassemble everything they thought
they knew about what they wanted
for their lives. Whether by choice
or circumstance, the majority of
people change their career paths to
something they had not anticipated.
During her senior year, Velasco
questioned whether her “dream
job” actually matched how she
imagined her life. She liked the idea
of being a corporate lawyer, but
realized that the future is not just
about a job — it is about what type
of person you want to be and the
type of life you want for yourself.
“I had to figure out if it was
truly God’s calling on my life or my
own calling on my life because I had
wanted it so badly,” says Velasco.
“Through that process God showed
me that it wasn’t necessarily what
he had planned for me, and that
if I truly wanted certain things in
life like a family and a career that
wasn’t so stringent and so bound by

politics, then corporate law was not
for me.”
God guides us to an understanding of his plans for us in different
ways; to some he changes their
desires, but others he takes on a
long learning journey. Cambria
Aviles was a history and English
double major who graduated in
May 2011. Currently she is working
two different part-time jobs within
Biola’s administration. Aviles loves
working at Biola, but knows it is
just a stepping stone of experience
on her journey to the perfect job.
Having graduated so recently, Aviles
both saw and experienced the shock
that she and her friends had to
deal with when they realized their
expectations were not the reality.
Aviles shared the general assumption she and her peers held — that
they would go to school, get a degree
and obtain an entry level career job
right after graduation.

“[Instead] I was juggling parttime jobs and it wasn’t what I envisioned,” says Aviles. “That was the
case with probably 80 percent of
my friends. Through those experiences, though, they have discovered
different strengths and skills and
different passions they weren’t
aware of when they were thinking
of what they wanted to do after they
graduated.”
Such was the case with Don Bernstein, manager of Biola’s Alumni
Relations. He always wanted to be
an architect, but realized as he got
older that it was not architecture he
loved: it was the skills involved in
practicing architecture.
“My experience tells me that
God loves us so much and puts desires in our hearts,” Bernstein said.
“I honestly think he puts desires
in our hearts in elementary school
through high school that actually
give us a lot of clues about what we
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love to do. Those particular desires
can be fulfilled in many ways … I
found it very satisfying not to get
the job title, but [instead] to use my
gifts and desires.”
As Bernstein points out, it is
important to first realize the different talents you possess and how you
can utilize them, and then figure out
a job that matches that, instead of
the other way around. Biola’s Center
for Career Development helps students identify their gifts and desires
so they may gain insight on choosing a career path. Director Jeanie
Jang helps students compare their
dreams with their skills, and then
assists them in figuring out how to
prepare for that dream.
“Your personality may not
match what you want to do,” Jang
says. “You don’t know necessarily
up front if [your dream job] sounds
good because of the reality of what
it takes to do that ... but you won’t
know until you try it. Unless you
start getting exposure to what your
work is like, then you’re just guessing.”
Jang says college is a good time
to explore what you like and gain an
understanding of what your dream
job actually takes. She stresses the
importance of getting internships
while you have the chance, since
most internships are only available
for college credit.
In addition to exploration, internships play a vital role in boosting a résumé and helping college
students obtain a job after graduation. In 2012, Career Development
conducted a survey of Biola’s graduating seniors and found that only 30
percent graduated with jobs. Of the
30 percent that had jobs, 65 percent
had completed an internship during
their college career. The problem
for the 70 percent who were not
able to track down work is the current job market. Jang says students
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have to meet a high hiring standard
that is practically impossible to
reach with a fresh diploma and little
to no career experience.
“When I hire my student
workers, they all have ... a certain
exposure to work and writing,”
Jang says. “I’m not willing to hire
someone with no exposure to work;
outside [of Biola], the bar is even
higher.”

“Nobody’s life is a
straight line from
point A to point B
— that is a given”
— Don Bernstein

Nowadays students naturally
expect to get low-paying, entrylevel jobs because that is all they
are qualified for without years of
hands-on experience. They need
to put in their time doing the grunt
work, the not-so-fun jobs, so they
can work up to what they really
want to do. Sometimes even entrylevel positions are hard to find,
however. Seniors must recognize
that to stay afloat they might even
have to do something completely
unrelated to their career field for a
while before they can get their foot
in the door.
“I used to think that it was really important to find the right job
and make a ton of money,” says
senior communications major Julia
Bates. “But I’ve been realizing that

you have to start somewhere, so I’ve
been looking at receptionist jobs
or jobs that may not necessarily
be awesome. I may be working at
Starbucks, who knows.”
Soon after saying this, Bates accepted a position as a team leader at
the Target store in Norwalk. Bates,
who was referred to the position by
a friend, says having connections
was the key to securing a job right
after graduation.
Students have to work hard and
utilize their available resources to
succeed. Entering the real world is
not all sunshine and rainbows when
you have little experience, few connections and a weighty amount of
debt following you around. Senior
film major Paul Maertens understands that everyone has to start
somewhere and he is willing to do
anything when he graduates, so
long as he can support himself.
“My expectations are really
low,” Maertens says. “What I need
to do is afford myself and my loans
… I don’t need a lot so if I can find
something fairly stable, I don’t care
how hard I’m working.”
Arendse is no stranger to these
circumstances. Upon her graduation from Biola in 2010, she started
looking furiously for a job — any
job. She says it seemed like there
were no positions anywhere. She
resorted to using a temp agency that
placed her in a job working for a
company that conducted gas station
repairs and fire code testing. It was
not ideal for Arendse, but she knew
it was preparation for the next step
in God’s plan.
“In the job I had that was not
satisfying, some of it was an attitude
check,” she says. “You have to pay
your dues and get experience in this
world and go to work the next day
because you have rent to pay. There
was this really strong conviction
from God saying, ‘Hey, you have a
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Tips for
Landing

Your

Dream
Job

1

Intern Take advantage of
these while you are still in
school since most internships
are only offered for college
credit. Internships are vital
for job experience and
connections.

2

Network Meet people every
chance you get. You never
know who might have the
“in” you are looking for.
Communicate
with
your
department to see if any
alumni have contacted them
with job openings, and check
out the Alumni Association
located in Upper Metzger.

3

Utilize Career Development
They can help you figure out
what kind of career is right for
you, perfect your résumé and
actually help you find jobs.

4

Volunteer This looks good
on a résumé, allows you to
meet people, and may even
help you figure out what your
passions are.

5

StrengthsFinder Take some
type of strengths assessment
test that will allow you to see
what skills you possess so
you can figure out what type
of position would best fit
you. Also remember to play
up those strengths in job
interviews!

job I have blessed you with. I have
you here for a reason.’ Even though
I hated it, I was saying, ‘Okay, God,
thank you for this job, make me
thankful, but I am so ready for what
you have next.’”
Bernstein confirms that Arendse’s journey is similar to that of
most graduates: it may take a long
while to get to the point of achieving
your dream job.
“Nobody’s life is a straight line
from point A to point B — that is a
given,” he says. “However, we know
and we trust that God is involved in
every aspect of our lives. If we are
on a trajectory from A to B, and God
takes us through C, D, and E on the
way to B, and because we trust in
his sovereignty and he provides in
ways that we don’t even expect, we
can be satisfied and content with
that if we have the big vision in
mind.”
Success is not always going to
be achieved in expected ways. Bates
describes the idea of success by
the world’s standards as having a
9-5 desk job that makes a six-figure
salary. However, Biola students and
alumni define success differently
than this. Aviles views success as
being able to utilize the gifts the
Lord has given her, no matter where
she is at. It is about thriving in your
position and taking advantage of the
opportunities it presents, whether
or not the job is ideal.
Success does not only involve
contentment and utilization of
where you are, though. Samantha Payne, a 2009 graduate who
recently received Biola’s Young
Alumni Award, believes that success is not just an end goal, but a
process. Payne studied psychology
during her time at Biola, but is now
a program director for Teach for
America. By the world’s standards,
Payne has arrived at the point of
success. Even though Payne loves

her job, she still wishes to grow
more and become a marriage and
family therapist. There is not a point
that once you reach it you have attained success.
“Success for me is really doing something that you absolutely
believe in,” says Payne. “Something
that you’re passionate about and
something you can do every day ...
I don’t think there should be an end
goal to success. If you’re succeeding then you’re constantly learning,
you’re constantly becoming better
and being reflective.”
Growth is the key to having a
successful and satisfying career.
Even now, there is room for personal growth that allows us to draw
closer to realizing our passions.
Coming from the perspective of
someone who altered her passions,
Velasco says to have an open mind
about which path God is going to
lead you on. If you are focused on
only one idea, you may limit what
God has for you.
“My advice would be not to confine yourself to a specific career goal
because you may be missing out on
a much better profession that you
never imagined,” says Velasco. “I
would just encourage [students] to
explore, take as many opportunities
as you can. Network, because that is
going to make a difference. Interact
with professionals and learn from
them and don’t be afraid to take
a risk in your professional career,
because all of those are learning opportunities.”
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The Color of Absence
Life After Loss
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ive years ago, Joe Gonzalez
was busy focusing on his
sophomore year of high
school and enjoying the life of a
teenage boy. Though his aunt had
been sick with cancer for quite a
few months, he had great hope that
she would make a full recovery; not
knowing that only months later, she
would go home to the Lord.
“My aunt was more of a mother
to me than an aunt. She went to every baseball game and every kind of
celebration. As she began to get sick,
I sat by her bedside every single
day, reminiscing on good times and
exploring the future. Then one day,
she was just gone. I still don’t understand why God couldn’t spare her.
He could have at least prepared me
for her death,” Joe says.
A year ago, Grace Leathers did
not have the slightest inclination
that her longtime friend would take
his own life and leave his family and
friends in a state of pure disbelief.
Her junior year of college shifted
from the stress of academics to the
stress of dealing with a whirlwind
of different emotions.
“There has not been a single day
where I haven’t thought about Andrew. I think the hardest part is not
having any kind of explanation. I
don’t know that I’ll ever understand
why he did what he did; why he
felt he had no other option than to
take his own life. He had a group of
friends that loved him and a family
that cherished him deeply,” Grace
reflects.
Neither of these people thought
that their loved ones would be taken
from them so abruptly, causing such
confusion, trauma and hardship.
Wouldn’t it be nice if there were
a book to tell you how to get over
death? A book that told you how
to feel and when to feel it? Dealing
with death is different for everyone.
Grieving is a process that is based

solely on the individual experiencing it. It stretches beyond a science
and moves down to the core of who
a person is and how they handle
trauma.
People often think that their
pain will eventually fade away.
While the pain does fade and gradually begin to lessen, it will never be
completely gone. As Grace and Joe
described, the pain of losing a loved
one to death is something that never
necessarily disappears; it is a pain
that will always be present, but a
pain that nevertheless can be dealt
with in a healthy way. One of the
greatest challenges in life is learning
how to deal with the grief that follows a person’s death, whether it is
an acquaintance, friend or relative.
The good news? In time, you will
recover.
We all have our individual
experiences when faced with death,
but while that is true, there is something comforting about knowing
that everyone goes through similar
emotions — emotions that may look
different from person to person,
and emotions that may shift at their
own pace — but emotions all the
same. These are the emotions that
color the time of absence immediately following a loss. The most
important thing to remember is
that these emotions you are feeling
are normal; they are a part of your
individual healing process and will
move along at your own pace.
Denial helps us take the time to
pace our feelings of grief. It is a way
of letting in only as much emotion
as we can handle at that point in
time. Thoughts of denial are what
allow us to start asking questions,
unknowingly beginning our process
of healing. Though denial is helpful in this way, the feelings we once
denied will begin to come to the
surface over time.
Anger is a vital emotion during

our phase of healing. We have to be
willing to feel anger, even though
it sometimes seem as if there is no
end in sight. The more we are able
to feel it, the faster it will fade. The
anger that we feel is only at the
surface; what lies beneath it is our
pain. After losing a loved one, it is
completely natural to feel abandoned in some way. We live in a
society that looks at anger as weakness, but anger is strength and can
give structure to the nothingness of
loss. Our anger becomes a bridge to
our loved one and gives us something to hold onto as we continue to
heal.
Before a loss, it seems like you
will do anything if only your loved
one would be spared. “Please God, ”
you might find yourself bargaining.
After a loss, bargaining may take
the form of a temporary promise.
“What if I devote the rest of my life
to helping others? Then can I wake
up and realize this has all been a
bad dream?” We become lost in a
maze of “If only…” or “What if…”
statements. We want life returned to
what is was before we lost our loved
one; we remain stuck in the past.
One of the major emotions that

Truth is, most
people don’t
ever feel ok
about the loss
of a loved one.
We can never
replace who has
been lost.

most people feel when dealing with
grief is depression. Empty feelings
present themselves, and grief enters
our lives on a deeper level. Often
with depression comes the negative connotation that one who is
depressed suffers from some kind
of mental illness. In reality, it is an
extremely appropriate response to a
great loss. Depression after a loss is
too often seen as unnatural: a state
to be fixed, something to snap out
of. But to not experience depression
after a loved one dies would be unusual. If grief is a process of healing,
then depression is one of the many
necessary steps along the way.
Acceptance is often confused
with the notion of being “all right”
or “OK” with what has happened.
Truth is, most people don’t ever
feel OK or all right about the loss of
a loved one. We can never replace
who has been lost; but we can make
new connections and establish new
meaningful relationships.
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knows that God has a reason for
taking her dear friend; she knows
that Andrew’s pain is no more; she
knows that some days are going to
be worse than others; but most importantly, she knows that while she
may not be OK now, in due time she
will find her peace.
“After Andrew died, I spent
a lot of time thinking and being
upset with God because I could not
understand,” Grace says. “But then I
realized that I’m not always going to
have the answers, so I decided that I
had to let God bring me to peace on
his own terms.”
We will still cry over the loss of
loved ones. We will always cry. But
we can do so with loving reflection
more than hopeless longing. And
that is how we survive. It is how our
loved one would want it to be. Grief
is neither an illness nor a mental
condition, but rather a personal and
understandable response to lifechanging events, a natural process
that can lead to healing and personal growth. The transition through
this difficult time is the courageous
journey; the journey from shades
of black to a spectrum of color as
we begin to again find hope for our
futures.
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to experience deeper connections
with people. Joe remembers sitting in his aunt’s room on weeknights and weekends watching the
Dodgers play. Some of his fondest
memories of her revolve around
their shared passion for baseball, a
passion that he still holds today.
Grace says living life in the
present is simple: trust in Christ.
That is not to say that the healing
process has been anything but difficult for her, but rather that despite
her pain, she knows that her hope
can only be found in her Savior. She
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Instead of denying our feelings, we can listen to our needs:
We move, we change, we grow, we
evolve.
We can start to reach out to
others and become involved in their
lives. We can invest in our friendships and in our relationship with
ourselves. We can begin to live
again, but we cannot do so until we
allow grief to take its cycle.
Losing the ones we love most is
an inescapable fact of life. What can
be learned from this is that we must
cherish them; cherish them deeply
and without reservation. Their loss
will leave a great pit in our hearts.
But like a flower opening after a
storm, we can slowly begin to remember the ones we have lost in a
different way.
“There came a point when I
realized that my aunt didn’t have
to suffer anymore,” Joe remembers. “It didn’t make it OK that she
had passed, but it helped bring me
peace.”
It has been nearly five years
now since Joe lost his aunt to cancer.
Since her death, Joe says he has
sought to do everything to make his
aunt proud. He has held onto core
values that she taught him throughout his life and says he is now able
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